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Abstract: Due to the exponential increase of electronic devices
that are connected to the Internet, the amount of data that they
produce have grown to the same extent. In order to face the
processing of these data, the use of some automatic learning
algorithms, also known as Machine Learning, has become
widespread. The most popular is the one known as neural
networks. These algorithms need a great deal of resources to
compute all their operations, and because of that, they have been
traditionally implemented in application specific integrated
circuits. However, recently there have been a boom in
implementations in field programmable gate arrays, also known
as FPGAs. These allow greater parallelism in the implementation
of the algorithms. Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA)
implementation based feature extraction method is proposed in
this paper. This particular application is handwritten offline digit
recognition. The classification depends on simple 2 layer MultiLayer Perceptron (MLP). The particular feature extraction
approach is suitable for execution of FPGA because it is utilized
with subtraction and addition operations. From Standard
database handwritten digit images of normalized 40×40 pixel the
features are extracted by the proposed method. It has been
discovered by experiential outcomes that 85% accuracy is
achieved by proposed system. Overall, as compared to other
systems, it is less complex, more accurate and simple. Further
this project explains IEE-754 format single precision floating
point MAC unit’s FPGA implementation which is utilized for
feeding the neurons weighted inputs in artificial neural networks.
Data representation range is improved by floating point numbers
utilization to a higher number from smaller number that is highly
suggested for Artificial Neuron Network. The code is developed
in HDL, simulated and synthesis results are extracted using
Xilinx synthesis tools .In order to validate its computational
accuracy of the FFT, an MATLAB validation script is used to
verify the output of HDL with standard reference model.
Keywords: FP MAC Unit, Handwritten character
recognition, Machine Learning, Multilayer Percepteron

I.

INTRODUCTION

Pattern recognition, computer vision, and artificial
intelligence has a research field namely, handwritten
character recognition.
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The computer that performs handwriting recognition has
the ability of acquiring and detecting characters in touchscreen devices, pictures, paper documents and other sources,
then these are converted into machine-encoded form. Their
applications are discovered in OCR as well as other
character recognition systems that are intelligent and
advanced. Also, machine learning methods are being
implemented by these systems like neural network.
Artificial intelligence’s branch i.e. machine learning
motivated by biology and psychology which deal with
learning from data set as well as various spectrum issues are
solved by it. In a model of supervised machine learning data
instances are provided precise for a problem area as well as
a solution that simplifies every instance’s problem. After
completion of learning, model gives data solutions as per
learning as well as with higher precision unseen data is also
solved. In machine learning, learning models used are
neural networks. They aim in stimulating the learning
process which happens in neural system of human or
animal. They are utilized in task automation, as they are
highly robust learning models, where human decision is
imprecise or takes too long. Results are delivered very fast
by neural network and data instances’ connections are
observed that are missed by humans. A neural network is
implemented using Hardware description language that
recognizes characters from images provided as inputs. After
acquiring the knowledge which is described in text, then on
a low level, implementation of neural network is done
without use of libraries through which process is facilitated.
Through this, through this, in a specific problem neural
networks’ performance is evaluated and for the network
source code is provided which is utilized in solving the
various classification issues. The resulted system is
complex ICR or OCR system’s subset.
Neural networks are a type of machine learning algorithm
that were created with the intention to mimic the biological
function of neurons in the brain [1]. In this biological sense,
the primary purpose of neurons is to process and
communicate information with each neuron conveying
information through “synapses” to other neurons. These are
the fundamental units of the nervous system and human
brain alone are extensively large with over 100billion
neurons as well as 100trillion synapses. These
interconnections form networks to accomplish their motor
and sensory tasks effectively and efficiently over time as
networks and neurons are refined and strengthened [1].
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According to what John McCarthy said in the 1950s,
ArtificialIntelligence (AI)is“the science and engineering of
creating intelligent machines that have the ability to achieve
goals like humans do” and moreover Neural Networks are a
wide part of AI. Also in the 1950s, specifically in 1959,
Machine Learning (ML) is described by Arthur Samuel,
which is a category included in AI, as “the field of study
that gives computers the ability to learn without being
explicitly programmed”. This means that a single program
can be used for many different ML applications as it will
learn how to solve these problems in contrast to purposebuilt algorithms, which only perform in a single scenario. It
is achieved by the use of training processes instead of
customizing the program with a hit-or-miss approach.
a). Floating Point Mac Unit
Generally, comprises of accumulator multiplier and
adders. The inputs are fetched from memory location which
are given to the MAC and then inputted to MAC block’s
multiplier that does multiplication as well as provides the
adder with result which then adds the results and saves in
memory location. Only one cycle is required for achieving
the complete process.

Fig. 1: Block Diagram for Mac Unit
II.

LITERATURE SURVEY

In various application areas, particularly, in speech and
image recognition, as compared to conventional machine
learning techniques, deep learning has outstood [1], [2]. The
deep learning’s excellence results in various evolving realworld applications’ exploration like, drug discovery and
toxicology [5], automatic machine translations [4], and selfdriving systems [3]. The deep learning depends on the
DNN’s (deep neural network) structure that comprises of
several types’ multiple layers and every layer has neurons
from hundreds to thousands. It has been revealed by the
latest evidence that for the deep learning’s success, depth of
network has key significance and for the ImageNet dataset,
several deep learning models has 16-30 layers [1].
Substantial enhancement were achieved by deep learning in
overall accuracy by obtaining high-level and complex
features at substantial up-scaling cost in size of model. In
the period of big data that worked through embedded
systems,
semiconductor
technology’s
development
becoming an essential with development in functionalities.
Similarly, globally, researcher from industry and academia
has given considerable resources and efforts for
investigating, improving, and promoting the deep learning
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applications in embedded system [6]. Memory requirement
and computational complexity is increased by DNNs with
large model size and deep layered structure, in spite of
DNN recognition accuracy advantages.
During the deep learning model deployment on
embedded systems below challenges are faced by
researchers:
Limited by the embedded systems’ communication
bandwidth that are generally mobile terminals, downloading
of DNN model of large-sized is a challenge that are trained
offline in datacenters.
The deep learning model’s large size is contributed by N.
Liu and S. Lin. They imposed severe requirements on
embedded systems’ memory size and computing resources.
Such issues gives motivation and thus deep learning model
with reduced-size is implemented with almost no accuracy
loss. In reality, there exists over-parameterization of stateof-the-art DNNs, thus, in the deep learning models
redundant parameters are removed and the overall accuracy
produces is similar to original models [1]. Furthermore,
several there exists investigation on deep learning model
compression methods, by encouraging from such finding
[6]–[10], it includes weight matrix factorization, network
pruning, weight precision reduction, etc.

Fig.2: Block diagram of a perception prediction circuit
using MAC
Character recognition subordination, pattern recognition
regulation’s conventional research area is digital
recognition. As per various classification standards, digital
recognition is characterized into print form and handwriting
digital recognition, online and offline recognition, etc. [1].
The handwritten digits recognition is a field that has been
studied deeply as there are several aspects to which it can be
applied, like bank bills’ automated processing,
identification of post code, etc. recently, a great
development has shown by the offline handwritten digit
recognition. But as handwritten digit’s writing style differs
from human to human, offline handwritten digit recognition
hardly recognizes human’s digit recognition in fault
tolerance, flexibility and accuracy [2]. Each algorithm has
its benefits, but each of them concentrates on single number
recognition with overall situation’s weak control.
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From artificial intelligence’s point of view, studying the
people’s thought is a good idea when handwritten numbers
are identified by them and then existing algorithms can be
improved for increasing the handwritten numbers’
recognition rate [3]. Thus, in
this paper, a research is
carried out on handwriting recognition. Various solutions
has been given and many achievements are acquired by the
various scholars and experts for handwriting image
recognition. In the 1920s, OCR’s theoretical concept is
presented by the Tausheck and in the following years OCR
technology is implemented and applied by Handel for
intellectual property rights [4]; with the template matching
algorithm over 1,000 characters were identified and
classified by Casey and Nagy. Also, DBN (Deep Belief
Network) is presented in literature by Hinton [5], which has
2.25% error rate after its training. Although, network
structure of DBN has poor real time performance, great time
complexity and is complicated. In literature a Dropout
technology has been proposed by Hinton for reducing
algorithm complexity as well as solving the over-fitting
issue by enhancing the neural network’s hidden unit’s
participation in the algorithm [6].
In 1980s, digital recognition is initiated in China, and
after several development years, there exists various digital
identification means and methods that are categorized in 2
categories: structure-based feature analysis and statistical
analysis depending on entire condition [7]. The structurebased feature analysis identifies various digits specifically
from character and digits shapes outline which includes
horizontal length, arc, endpoint, circle, etc.; the statistical
analysis depending on entire condition recognizing various
digits by mathematical manipulation, feature points, pixel
density, and template matching. Recently, world witnessed
various systems and theories for digital identification: Lv
Rong et al., Wang Yongqian primarily studied the BP
neural network based digit recognition method.
Initially, segmentation and refinement of digital
characters are performed which results in generation of
training samples. Then digital training samples are used to
train the neural network. Lastly, untrained digital samples
are identified with help of trained BP neural network. After
testing, digital recognition’s accuracy rate is nearly 95%. A
new digit recognition method is presented by FU Yuqing,
Wang Maoxiang and Huang Xinye. Depending on structural
features analysis, algorithm achieved higher rate of
recognition. Depending on algorithm as well as examining
by recognition module, the feature extraction module and
the image pretreatment module, results in development of a
digital identification system. Furthermore, system’s
recognition ability is tested and good outcomes are obtained
[8]. Also, a program for realizing the FPGA-based
handwriting image recognition algorithm is designed in this
paper.
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III.

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

Fig.3. Proposed Architecture
The Above figure shows the overall design of the system,
all the modules are designed using Floating point arithmetic
which is discussed in the next section. FPU Gray Scale
conversion:
Digital camera image is in RGB format. But, image is
transformed into gray scale format for post processing. It
results in simpler processing.
The need for converting to Grayscale is to reduce the
processing time for the Algorithms, RGB Images are not
required to Processing,
Intensity = 0.2989*red + 0.5870*green + 0.1140*blue

Fig.4. FPU Gray Scale conversion
a.)FPU Image Binarization:
Generally, document image analysis systems has the
initial step of Binarization in the preprocessing which
resulted in binary image from conversion of gray-scale
image. Also, image enhancement stage is also important
because the quality of collections of historical document are
very low.
b.)Feature Extraction Method:
Two approaches are combined for feature extraction
method. These approaches are as: by utilizing this feature
extraction method 11features are extracted.
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These are integer features as well as only subtract and add
operation can be implemented on FPGA. Furthermore, on
FPGA, parallel execution of these approaches are done. This
method is implemented with HDL language. For
implementation of this method, 10 parallel processes are
used.
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Fig.5.Feature Extraction Block
Binary images’ pixel values spatial distribution is
represented by using a statistical approach for comparing
various white pixels on digit image’s right and left halves as
well as lower and upper halves. Usually, for digits typing
this approach is used. Generally, as compared to right
halves, left halves are bigger of some typed digits that has
similar size and font. Some digits have lower halves same
as upper, some has lower halves greater than upper, some
has upper halves greater than lower, some has same right
halves and left halves, and some has greater than right
halves. For typed digits’ pattern recognition, this is a
suitable feature but it proved to be useful in handwritten
digits when other features are also combined with it. Reason
behind this is that digit’s middle and picture’s middle, in
normalized handwritten pictures, are not compatible
(represented in Figure 6.). On FPGA implementation, this
feature is simple. In image’s different areas (left and right of
picture’s middle, and picture’s top and middle), only white
pixels must be counted.

Fig.7.waveform for test case 1

Fig.8.waveform for test case 2

Fig.9.waveform for test case 3

Fig.6. Handwritten Text
IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Below application is developed in MATLAB for a
single neuron computation

Each test cases have two 32-bit floating value and it is
desired to calculate the product output of the multiplication
event carried out on the two operands
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Fig.10.Part of the Matlab model
We can give the random inputs for this computation.
Weights are also assumed for the computation purpose and
we may also try to generate the weights randomly for this
purpose

Fig.13.Verilog Simulation Result
Output obtained from simulation is 135.842 for the given set
of inputs and weights

Fig.11.Part of the Matlab model
The complete hidden layer outputs are generated, by
utilizing hidden layer biases and weights with all training
dataset vectors.

Fig.14. Simulation for ROM array storinghandwritten
digit

Fig.12. Output of the Matlab Model
The Final Output of 135.842 is obtained for these values
of weights and inputs.This value can can be used to verify
the Values or outputs obtained through Verilog coding
Below is a Output obtained for the above taken weights and
inputs

Fig.15. Validation Setup
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Fig.16. Results Color Conversion (RGB to Gray)

designing the complete MAC unit as well as perform its
FPGA implementation. Furthermore, inputs to a neuron is
fed by this MAC Unit in Artificial Neural Networks.
This work presents combined approaches of Image
processing feature extraction methods. These methods are
executed parallel on FPGA. By implementation of this
method, we obtained an appropriate accuracy in HDL-Based
handwritten digit recognition system. For classification, a
simple MLP classifier was used that in the hidden layer has
few neurons. Through this method’s implementation, in
comparison to hardware handwritten Latin recognition
system more accurate system is obtained.
HDL code for FPU color conversion, Banalization,
character recognition has been designed in this project
work. The project has a wide range of scope in the area of,
Machine Learning, Computer vision based applications.
This can be targeted onto an FPGA and verified as part of
the future scope
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